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clothing, protective clothing and barrier cream for the
brine workers, and detailed advice on first-aid services
and equipment.
Most of these recommendations have now been put

into practice and conditions are very considerably
improved.

Conclusions
This paper describes some of the investigations which

we have carried out in a group of small factories.
Besides this work a very large number of smaller prob-
lems have been dealt with. These involved giving advice
on such things as general and local ventilation, lighting,
heating, eye protection, skin protection, respirators,
protective clothing, handling of radioactive substances,
first-aid for special purposes such as bitumen and
hydrofluoric acid burns, and accident prevention. In
addition considerable work has been done outside the
Slough area, sometimes for large concerns such as
British Railways and London Transport. Some requests
for help have had to be refused owing to pressure of
work. This has been done with great regret since it is a
principle of the team to tackle any problem which appears
to constitute a health risk in any particular factory,
unless it is too extensive for a unit of our size.
Two conclusions may perhaps be drawn. The first is

that since this amount of work was necessary in a group
of comparatively modern small factories comprising less
than 15,000 workers in all, there must be many thousands
of dangerous, or at least uncomfortable, situations in
other parts of the country which could be put right by
the application of known industrial hygiene techniques.
Some investigations have admittedly been done in which
no hazard was revealed. Such enquiries help to promote
good relations in industry by removing from the minds of
employees suspicions that their work may be unhealthy.
Sci,ntific evidence is acceptable to both sides where
verbal reassurance, even from a factory inspector, may
fail to convince. Some situations, however, have proved
to be dangerous, perhaps even to life, such as the benzol
and asbestos exposures reported above. Others, like the

trichlorethylene exposure, were at least very uncom-
fortable.
The second conclusion is that to deal adequately with

these hazards very close cooperation between physicians,
engineers, and chemists trained in this work is needed.
We have been particularly fortunate in starting as a
small team, since closer personal cooperation has been
possible than might have been in the case in a larger
unit. We prefer to visit factories together so that an
immediate appraisal of the problem can be made from
all points of view. When separate surveys have been
conducted we have invariably agreed regarding the
presence or absence of a hazard and the form which any
investigation should take. Such teamwork between
different specialities has long 'been practised in medical
research; it is just as necessary in occupational health.

We should like to express our thanks to Dr. A. A.
Eagger, and Dr. A. Topping for giving us everv en-
couragement and facility, to Professor J. M. Mackintosh
and Professor G. P. Crowden, for support in difficult
times, to Dr. T. Bedford for much wise counsel, and to
Professor Philip Drinker for teaching us the principles
of this team work.
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stomach condition is in the same condition as it was a
month ago ".
The main value of the book, apart from its very full

description of effort syndrome and miner's nystagmus,
is its clinical observations from the psychosomatic point
of view. The author emphasizes the frequency of
unrecognized depressive states which are missed by the
clinician who has concentrated solely on one or other of
the various physical symptoms which may accompany
them. He mentions the unusually high incidence of a
history of urinary infections in cases of backache. (It
would be interesting to know if many of these had been
given an anaesthetic in the lithotomy position, for a
stretched sciatic nerve or a slipped disc is a recognized
complication of such circumstances.) He also mentions
how microcytic anaemia may be provoked by stress and
improved when the stress is removed. He attributes this
to the possible diminution of appetite at times of anxiety.
But some people during stress actually eat more than
usual!

This is a sincere piece of work and the information
which it provides will be of interest and value to many.

J. L. HALLIDAY
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